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8 Reasons WHY YOU Should Send Your Incredibly
Hard-Working, Deserving Employee To THE

Practical, applicable:
learning guaranteed!

The lineup of speakers at this year’s
Smashing Conference will prove to
deliver only the most useful, practical Web
tips and tricks. This is the kind of learning
that can be put straight into action, and
improve results from the moment your
employee returns
to the office.
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Real-World Examples

Our speakers are all professionals who
juggle real-life projects and handle
real-life clients, thus are fully aware of
the challenges that your employee
may be facing in his/her daily work.
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Full-Day Workshops

These sell out for a reason! We're
proud to be bringing some of the
greatest Web design teachers
together for full-day learning
sessions that will equip attendees
with formidable new skill sets and a
toolbox of great new Web design
tricks. Capped class size ensures a
great learning environment and
plenty of one-on-one instruction.
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Sharing is Caring

Once your employee has received all the
answers, feedback, opinions and solutions
they can handle, have them come back
and present to your office! We'll collate
slide decks, videos, resource lists and any
other helpful piece of information, to help
make it as easy as possible for attendees
to relay the valuable information they’ve
gained at the Smashing Conference.
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problem SOLVING

We want to help you see the light at the
end of the tunnel! Use this event to its
maximum potential by having your
employee bring a list of the most
recurrent and frustrating issues that your
team finds itself coming up against. Then
share and discuss them with our speakers during our dedicated Q&A sessions!
Have your new site critiqued by some of
the best UX minds in the business.
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Just around the corner

We're hosting the SmashingConf Oxford in
the marvelous Oxford City Hall, only 45
minutes away from London Euston Station.
Also, rest assured: our attendees will
receive special rates at a hotel just minutes
away from our main venue, making your
conference commute
a breeze.
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Future Perfect!

We book the best and brightest names
in our industry, not only to inspire, but to
ensure our conference sessions go
further. It's not enough to simply bring
attendees up to speed with current
technology. We want everyone to leave
ready for the future, being equipped to
deal with what's to come.
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And Finally…

Your employee has been working
really hard recently, don't you think? ;)

